Discover your Anima,
the unique hookah…

In the mood of absolute connection
with your dear ones and your soul... your Anima.
Handcrafted from the finest crystal glass and porcelain. Modern and
clean shaping will provide you with subtle and aesthetic design and top
smoking experience.
The Anima development team draws on years of experience in
developing unique hookahs. Our mission is to bring you innovative
products that go far beyond what is usual today on the market. Be a
part of Anima and dive into a new dimension with our products.

Floor
solutions
Table
solutions
One Anima, two placement options.
For table use, place the metal foot
on the bottom lock of the bayonet,
which is part of the neck of the glass
vase. This will ensure a firm
connection with the hookah’s body.
You will appreciate the placement on
the table when decorating the vase
with fruit. Our table solution Anima is
ideal for its compactness and
elegance, and is guaranteed to
attract attention.

62 cm

72 cm

We present you a unique and
remarkable solution. Place your
Anima hookah in a massive stand
where the hookah is hung and thus
levitate in space. The hanger is
made of solid metal and the hookah
easily slides in and slides out during
operation, which will be appreciated
by catering staff or in lounges.
Our floor solution is also compatible
with the table solution, you can
freely alternate these stands and
thus always have your Anima look
completely different.
Watch Anima levitate. It is a
completely unique solution that will
become the center of attention.

Products
Discover how your Anima can levitate and how it reflects the colour of your soul.
The singularity of Anima lies not only in its unique design, but also in its innovative approach and search for
alternative ways to enrich the hookah segment and be contemporary.
We offer Anima hookahs in two basic colour variants – black and white – and in custom designs. You can also
choose a special design stand for any of our hookahs. There are two different versions, a table solution and a
floor solution.
Both stands are compatible with all Anima hookahs, so it is up to you whether you want to have both solutions
and place your hookah both on the table and on the floor. It is your choice how you enjoy your hookah ...
Take a look at the full range of our product line and welcome the new family member – Anima hookah.

Anima WHITE
Table solution
Hookah in white design made of handmade porcelain body with a
vase made of Czech crystal and a solid stand for placement on the
table. The integrated light shines from top to bottom through the
optically modelled folds of the vase, creating a unique ambient
atmosphere. Inhale and exhale with a feeling of a unique moment…

Anima WHITE
Floor solution
Hookah in white design made of handmade porcelain body with a
vase made of Czech crystal and a solid stand for placement on the
floor.It is a very innovative solution, where the hookah is inserted
into a solid stand and thus levitates in space. Its modern
morphology will further enhance the already distinctive visuality of
the whole Anima.
Thanks to the integrated light in the heart of the pipe and the
levitation of the whole set, the light cone shining on the floor is truly
unique.Floor solution is an ideal version if you do not have space on
the table, low seating, or if you want to have a hookah placed stably
on the floor.

Anima BLACK
Table solution
Fall for the elegance and attractive mystery of a hookah in a black
matte design made of a hand-made porcelain body with a vase
made of Czech crystal and a solid stand for placement on a table.
The integrated light shines from top to bottom through the optically
modelled folds of the vase, creating a unique ambient atmosphere.
Immerse yourself in a mysterious mood with Anima Black.

Anima BLACK
Floor solution
A captivating combination of dark black matte finish of handmade
porcelain with high shine and sophisticated waves of a crystal vase
will transport you to the world of Anima.It is a very innovative
solution, where the hookah is inserted into a solid stand and thus
levitates in space. Its modern morphology will further enhance the
already distinctive visuality of the whole Anima.
Thanks to the integrated light in the heart of the pipe and the
levitation of the whole set, the light cone shining on the floor is truly
unique.Floor solution is an ideal version if you do not have space on
the table, low seating, or if you want to have a hookah placed stably
on the floor.

Anima Custom
Anima hookah can be created in several designs. There are two
options of stands, for placement on the floor and on the table, and
also two colour series, Anima WHITE and Anima BLACK. You can
choose from pure white porcelain or black matte finish with
embossed decor in the Anima design.
Stand out from the crowd. Let's design a unique Anima together
according to your brand.
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